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CBL @ UTWENTE
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SUMMERY OF THE INPUT FROM FACULTIES
CHALLENGE BASED LEARNING
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Intended Learning Outcomes (ILO’s) that are geared 

towards a pi-shaped professional can be achieved in many 

ways. CBL is only one of them

CBL is a type of education that is still in full development 

and not ready to take such an elevated position in a vision 

Strengthening CBL-like principles require educational reform 

beyond the regular quality improvement cycles

It is not clear why we see CBL as the way to go. The goal 

should be to improve the quality of education or solve a 

specific problem. Educational innovation should not become 

a goal in itselfThe learning objectives of some courses are already 

comparable to CBL-learning objectives. However, there is 

usually no external stakeholder involved. Do not 

underestimate the time investment you ask from industry. 

The scale with which we want to implement CBL should be 

open for discussion. Do not stick to the 30% mentioned in 

Shaping 2030

The fit of CBL is differs between study programmes ranging 

from Robotics (large fit) to Mathematics (very little room for 

CBL)

We strongly object to the global requirement that CBL 

elements are incorporated in all programs

There is a tension between the principles of constructive 

alignment and those of CBL
We do not stand behind the one-size-fits all way in which 

CBL is incorporatedThe programme directors are skeptical about the feasibility 

and have questions about what CBL exactly entails 
In the master should be room for continuous learning lines

The Teaching and Learning Fellows are positive about the 

role of CBL in master education and are willing to contribute 

to the implementation of CBL

Be more concrete at to what extent CBL should be 

implemented and which forms are acceptable (CBL-light?)
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KNOWLEDGE AREAS
You need to integrate three knowledge 
areas to solve wicked problems
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PHASES IN A CASE STUDY PROJECT

DEFINE THE PROJECT

• Fact finding and objectives

FIND ANSWERS / 

INTERVENTIONS

• Modelling

• Data generation

• Stakeholder views

• Design interventions

SKILLS: 

project management, 

internationalization, academic

REPORT/PRESENTATIONS

Discussion with specialists

FIND KNOWLEDGE

• Choice topics (1 EC)

• Tutorials

• Skill workshops
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WITHIN EACH PROJECT
• Project work

• Interaction with stakeholders, industry/consultants

• International classroom

• Personal development portfolio
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https://sonyaterborg.com/2015/05/27/project-problem-challenge/

Intervention
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ORAL EXAM
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO SUPPORT THIS?
• Not only content progress, also 

• group dynamics

• decision process

• task division

• collaboration

• Be open to reflect on your own “soft skills”

• Have group meetings and individual meetings 

• Tutoring
• Stimulate to keep enthusiasm

• Challenge the students

• At start: open view <-> At end: focus

• Examination
• Familiarize yourself with the learning outcomes

• Check oral exam questions with content experts

• Discuss grading among tutors
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HOW DO THE STUDENTS DO?
• The group work is a great way to “train” skills 

• teamwork and project management

• internationalization

• academic skills

• Stimulate cooperative learning

• Make that students learn from each other

• Find a balance between specialism and overview

• Challenge is a vehicle for learning

• process -> end product

• Report writing

• Leaving it to the best writers

• problems in thesis phase

• everybody should write

• How to end up with a consolidated report

• Student attitude

• Very conscious about choices and own control on learning path

• Quite a change from  “operating in a group” to “Being sole responsible for thesis”

• Sometimes not confident in own technical skills
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QUESTIONS?


